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Asymmetric Bilateral Telerobotic System with
Shared Autonomy Control

Da Sun Qianfang Liao and Amy Loutfi

Abstract—The asymmetry in bilateral teleoperation, i.e., the
differences of mechanical structures, sizes and number of joints
between the master and slave robots, can introduce kinematics
redundancy and workspace inequality problems. In this paper,
a novel shared autonomy control strategy is proposed for han-
dling the asymmetry of bilateral teleoperation, which has two
main contributions. First, to deal with kinematics redundancy,
the proposed strategy provides an self-regulation algorithm of
orientation that allows the operator to solely use master position
command to simultaneously control the slaves position and
orientation. Second, to deal with workspace inequality, the pro-
posed strategy enables the slave’s workspace to be dynamically
tunable to adapt to various task spaces without influencing
the smoothness of the robots movement. The experiments on a
platform consisting of a 6-Degree of Freedom (DoF) UR10 robot
and a 3-DoF haptic device are given to validates the effectiveness
of the proposed control strategy.

Index Terms—Asymmetric bilateral teleoperation, Shared au-
tonomy, Orientation regulation, Human-machine interaction,
Workspace mapping

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

WE are entering a new era of human-robot shared
work, where robots aid in surpassing human physical

limitations and providing necessary assistance. Completely
autonomous robot systems usually require good sensory mech-
anism for goal identification [1], [2], long training process
[3], [4], and high-level dexterity [5], [6], which usually have
limited performance in cluttered environment. Teleoperation
in combination with human intelligence can, on the other
hand, deliver a safe, reliable and robust performance. As an
extension of teleoperation, bilateral teleoperation denotes that
the master haptic device is manipulated by an operator to
control the remote slave robot, and meanwhile, the master
receives information from the slave robot to enhance the
operator’s perception about the remote environment. Currently,
the majority of existing studies of bilateral teleoperation focus
on time delay based stability [7]–[10], motion synchronization
[11]–[13], force reflection [14]–[16], and system modelling
and uncertainties compensation [17], [18]. When directly
applying the above approaches to an Asymmetric Bilateral
Teleoperation (ABT), the problem, however, arises that a great
workload is placed on the human operator [19].

An ABT is generally defined as that the master and slave
robots involved in the teleoperation control loop are with
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different mechanical structures, joints and sizes. The different
master-slave structures impel the operator to put extra efforts
on mapping the movements between the master and the slave.
For position mapping, it is an intuitive and relatively easy
task for the operator to achieve. For orientation mapping,
however, it is a much more difficult task for the operator in
many industrial or surgical applications [20]. In the existing
studies of the teleoperation with multiple DoF, generally, a
joint-to-joint mapping is established by supposing that the
master and the slave have same structures [14], [21], [22],
or the kinematics redundancy is ignored and no orientation
regulation is given [5], [23], [24], or the regulation cannot
support full range of orientation control due to the limitation
of the master’s mechanical structure [25], [26]. Even if a
good orientation mapping is available, it will be an exhausting
job for an operator to simultaneously regulate position and
orientation of a slave robot, especially in the situation of
multiple robots control and large robot structures difference
[27]. Therefore, we are motivated to develop a new shared
autonomy strategy that the robot’s orientation can be self-
regulated and then the operator only needs to control the
robot’s position, which can reduce the operator’s burden.

Another issue affecting an ABT system is the workspace
inequality caused by the different sizes of the robots. For
this issue, the existing studies generally utilize scaling control
[28], such as the methods applied in micro-macro tele-surgical
application where the master is utilized to control a surgical
robot in a small scale [29]–[32], and the methods amplifying
the master control signals via large scaling gains to control a
slave robot with a larger size [33]–[36]. The above methods
use constant scaling gains to adjust their commands’ amplitude
such that the slave robot can conduct motions in the desired
workspaces. However, for the system where the slave robot
is of a larger size, using large constant scaling gains in ABT
control will cause two main problems. First, it is not easy
to find a proper value of the gain that can exactly match
the workspace in a certain application. Second, with a too
large scaling gain, a small movement of the master will lead
to an overlarge movement of the slave, which enhances the
difficulty of teleoperation. In some systems, extra equipment
such as foot pedal is utilized to dynamically tune the scaling
gains [37], which however, require the operator to carefully
regulate the extra equipment in different cases and may lead to
safety problems. It is because directly tuning the scaling gains
can easily introduce jerky movement of the slave to cause
damage and fail the task. This fact motivates us to develop a
new approach that can dynamically tune the workspace and
meanwhile guarantee the movements smoothness and safety.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the overall strategies

In this paper, a novel shared autonomy control strategy is
proposed for ABT. The main contributions are as follows.
First, we provides a method to self-regulate the robot’s orienta-
tion such that the operator can solely use the master’s position
command to control both of the position and orientation of the
slave in the presence of kinematics redundancy. Second, we
provides a workspace tuning approach that allows the slaves
workspace to be adaptively updated to match the practical
task space and simultaneously guarantee the smoothness of
the robots motion and safety. In the following section, a brief
description of the proposed strategy is provided.

B. Brief description

The brief diagram of the proposed strategy is shown in
Fig. 1. The overall strategy is composed of six steps, where
Step 4 is the workspace tuning approach, and the other steps
constitute the orientation regulation approach.

Step 1: Set keypoints. The actual workspace of the slave
robot can be divided into several sub-areas according to
different task requirements. In each sub-area, we set one
keypoint which is a vector containing the desired location
and orientation of the robot at this area. Note that these
keypoints can be roughly determined, and they are used as
the initialization of the following steps, and can be further
revised during teleoperation.

Step 2: Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP). After the
keypoints are set, the DMP [38] is automatically launched to
create trajectories between every two keypoints with desired
trajectory shapes. The trajectories support the robot to have
smooth position and orientation transformation from one key-
point to another.

Step 3: Desired Orientation Generalization (DOG). Unlike
the autonomous system in [38] which only moves along the
trajectories created by DMP, an ABT system should allow
the operator to drive the slave to move to everywhere within
the practical workspace, which means, the slave robot can
move out of the trajectories created by DMP. Accordingly, we
propose the DOG algorithm that generalizes the orientations
of the points of the trajectories to the overall workspace of the
slave. The DOG algorithm is automatically launched after Step
2. It updates the desired orientation in each sampling time,
and allows the slave robot to have a reasonable orientation in
arbitrary location within the workspace during teleoperation.

Step 4: Tune the workspace online. At the beginning of
teleoperation, we let the slave’s workspace be a small area
which has the same size as the master’s workspace. Then, a
workspace tuning approach is leveraged to adaptively expand
the slave’s workspace and enlarge the scaling gains. With
this approach, the robot’s workspace can dynamically match
the practical task space, and the robot’s movement can cover
all the keypoints to perform the tasks. This approach also
guarantee that the robot can move smoothly without jerky
motions during the workspace tuning.

Step 5: Pose regulation. The keypoints of the task are
roughly preset in Step 1, and they may not be fit for the
changing environment. As a result, when the slave robot
reaches the area of a keypoint, its pose may not be optimal
to perform the task. We define this situation as “pose noise”.
Accordingly, we define two different cases of this step marked
as Step 5.A and Step 5.B. For 5.A that pose noise does
not exist and the preset keypoint is satisfactory, we propose
an algorithm called Primitive Stack of Tasks (PSoT) which
automatically runs to allow the robot to directly perform the
task. For 5.B that pose noise exists and the preset keypoint
is not satisfactory, we propose an algorithm called Motion-
regulated Stack of Tasks (MSoT) that is launched by the
operator for further regulation. MSoT allows a master with
lower DoF to regulate the position and orientation of a slave
robot with higher DoF using only position commands, which
solves the kinematics redundancy problem.

Step 6: Goal Update Rule (GUR). For each area of a
keypoint, after the keypoint is modified, we use a method
called GUR, which is automatically launched, to evaluate the
quality of the modified keypoint and update its value in the
record such that the robot can perform tasks in a better pose
in the next round.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes a series of pose regulation and updating algo-
rithms including DMP, DOG, PSoT, MSoT and GUR. The
master-slave control laws are presented in Section III, which
also involves the workspace tuning approach. The experiment
results are demonstrated in Section IV and some conclusions
are presented in Section V. The overall system’s stability is
proved in Appendix.

II. SLAVE CONTROL STRATEGIES WITH AUTONOMOUS
ORIENTATION REGULATION

Some key terms are pre-defined in this section. the slave
robot pose Xs ∈ R7 is Xs = [tXs

T
, oXs

T ]T , where
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tXs = [tXsx,
tXsy,

tXsz]
T denotes the slave robot’s position

in Catesian space, and oXs = [oXsx,
oXsy,

oXsz,
oXsw]T

denotes the slave robot’s orientation in quaternion. The po-
sition and orientation are derived via the robot’s kinematics.
The reference orientation oXr ∈ R7, denoted by oXr =
[oXrx,

oXry,
oXrz,

oXrw]T , is the output of DOG. The pose
trajectory Xdr ∈ R7×n, which contains n points created
by DMP, is Xdr = [tXdr

T
, oXdr

T ]T with the position
tXdr = [tXdrx,

tXdry,
tXdrz]

T and the orientation oXdr =
[oXdrx,

oXdry,
oXdrz,

oXdrw]T . The master robot position
tXm ∈ R3 is tXm = [tXmx,

tXmy,
tXmz]

T .
After setting keypoints in Step 1, the model-free trajectory

generation algorithm, DMP [38], is applied to build a trajec-
tory between every two keypoints as shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP)

ẍt = κt(αt(βt(gt − xt)− ẋt) + υTt θt) (1)

υt,j =
ωt,jst∑p
k=1 wt,k

(gt − x0) (2)

ωt,j = e
(− 1

2ht,j
(st−ct,j)2) (3)

ṡt = −κt(αtst) (4)

Eq. (1) is the transformation system that generates the
trajectory xt, where xt in this paper denotes the pose trajectory
Xdr produced by DMP. gt denotes the goal of the trajectory,
where gt in this paper represents the desired pose in the
keypoints. The last term υTt θt of (1) determines the shape
of the trajectory, where υt is a basis function defined in (2)
and θt is a parameter vector. κt, αt and βt are positive gains.
in (2), (3), (4), υt,j is the j-th element of υt, in which ωt,j is
the Gaussian kernel with its center ct,j and width ht,j .

Each of the built trajectories consists of a certain number
of points, where a point is a vector including position and ori-
entation. We propose DOG algorithm as shown in Algorithm
2 to generalize the orientations of the points to the overall
workspace. As a result, the slave robot will have a reasonable
orientation at arbitrary positions of its workspace.

The detail of the proposed DOG algorithm is descibed as
follows. When the slave robot is at an arbitrary location tXs,
first, multiply tXsi by a unit vector I ∈ Rn. Then, from
|tXsiI−tXri|, we can get the error vectors of x, y, z directions
in Cartesian space. Based on (5), in each of x, y, z directions,
the minimum error esi and their related order 1oi can be
derived, as well as the order of the second minimum error
2oi. Normally, 1oi neighbours to 2oi. Then, from the orders
1oi and 2oi in the trajectory created by DMP, we can get two
points. The first point with order 1oi has its position t1Xdri

and orientation o1Xdri, and the second point with order 2oi has
its position t2Xdri and orientation o2Xdri. Equations (6) and
(7) determine that when the robot’s current position tXsi is in
the interval between t1Xdri and t2Xdri, an orientation oiXr

can be derived by the variable gains δd1 and δd2, which can
smoothly vary inside the interval between o1Xdri and o2Xdri.
Therefore, we can get a reference orientation in continuous

Algorithm 2 Desired Orientation Generalization (DOG)
1. Determine the minimum error 1esi and its order 1oi, and
the order of the second minimum error 2oi inside the vectors
|tXsxI− tXdrx|, |tXsyI− tXdry| and |tXszI− tXdrz|

[1esi,
1oi,

2oi] = min(|tXsiI− tXdri|), i = x, y, z (5)

2. From the position t1Xdri in the order 1oi and the position
t2Xdri in the order 2oi, create the variable gains δd1 and δd2,
where 0 ≤ δd1,2 ≤ 1.{

δd1 =
tXsi

t1Xdri−t2Xdri −
t2Xdri

t1Xdri−t2Xdri

δd2 =
tXsi

t2Xdri−t1Xdri −
t1Xdri

t2Xdri−t1Xdri

(6)

3. Based on the orientation o1Xdri in the order 1oi and the
orientation o2Xdri in the order 2oi, and the variable gains δd1
and δd2, derive

oiXr = δd1
o1Xdri + δd2

o2Xdri (7)

4. Calculate the probabilities Pi

Pi =
κsie

− 1
wi
|1esi|∑z

l=x κsle
− 1
wl
|1esl|

(8)

5. Achieve the reference orientation oXr

oXr = PxoxXr + PyoyXr + PzozXr (9)

6. Set a range for each keypoint to fix the orientation.

oXr =


okXr if max(


min(|tXsxI− tXgx|)

min(|tXsyI− tXgy|)

min(|tXszI− tXgz|)

) ≤ kr

oXr if else
(10)

state and will not cause sudden jump. By calculating the
weight function κsie

− 1
wi
esi , where κsi and wi are positive

gains used to regulate the values of the weight function,
the possibility Pi can be calculated in (8). Then, the final
reference orientation oXr is decided by the orientation oiXr

with the highest probability. When the slave robot approaches
a keypoint, its orientation is better to be fixed rather than
varying such that it is easier for the operator to drive the
slave robot to perform a task. According to (10), we define
a small positive parameter kr determining the radius of the
range of a keypoint. tXg = [tXgx,

tXgy,
tXgz] is a matrix

aligning all the positions of the keypoints. When the current
slave position tXs is at or near one element of tXg (inside
the range kr), the reference orientation will be okXr, where
okXr is the orientation of a keypoint. If tXs is outside the
range, oXr is still the orientation created by DOG. The small
positive parameter kr will not introduce large sudden jump
between okXr and oXr.

By employing DOG, the slave robot’s position tXs and
orientation oXs track the master robot’s position tXm, and
the reference orientation oXr, respectively. In the case that
the preset keypoints is satisfactory without pose noise, the
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Fig. 2. Regulation of the robot’s orientation. The industrial robot with its
original color stands for its original predefined pose, while the robot in blue
stands for the regulated pose. the cyan cube represents a small workspace
centering the tip of the robot with original pose. The navy blue cone denotes
the orientation boundary of the industrial robot.

Fig. 3. A. The X axis of the tip coordination of the slave robot is parallel to
the ground, which is the surface created by the X axis and Y axis of the base
coordinate of the slave robot. B. unparalleled tool tip. C. paralleled tool tip.

following quadratic programming with hierarchical stack of
tasks in (11) can be used for teleoperating the slave robot.

min
τs

∫ ∞
0

1

2
||τs||2dt

Subject to Task 1
Subject to Task 2

(11)

where τs is the control input to the slave. Task 1 and Task 2
are included in PSoT as shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Primitive Stack of Tasks (PSoT)

Task 1: tXos − tXs ≤ tJsτs ≤ tXos − tXs

where Js = [tJTs ,
oJTs ]T denotes the jacobian matrix of the

slave with tJs for translation and oJTs for orientation. tXos and
tXos denote the lower and upper boundaries. The workspace
created by the boundaries can adapt to the practical task space
by using the proposed workspace tuning approach, which will
be explained in next section.
Task 2: Jsτs = Fs
where Fs is the controller in Cartesian space that will be
introduced later. This task is used to map the Cartesian space
control input Fs to the joint space control input τs. It can be
further written as τs = J>s Fs for simplicity, where J>s can be
regarded as J−1s .

According to Step 5.B, the pose noise in the area of one
keypoint can lead to task failure if the robot using the preset
orientation. We take the grasping task as an example: If the
object’s orientation is changed due to external disturbances,
or the preset keypoints in Step 1 is not satisfactory, the robot
with the preset orientation is unable to successfully grasp
the object. Therefore, further regulation on the slave robot’s
motion is needed. This further regulation is performed using
an algorithm called MSoT and described in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Motion-regulated Stack of Tasks (MSoT)

Task 1∗: tXcs − tXs ≤ tJsτs ≤ tXcs − tXs

The workspace created by the lower and upper boundaries
tXcs and tXcs are small and its location is variable according
to the recorded position txrec as tXcs = tXrec − tε and
tXcs = tXrec + tε, where tε is a vector with positive small
elements. This task is utilized to set a small workspace for
fine movement.
Task 2∗: oXcs − oXs ≤ oJsτs ≤ oXcs − oXs

where oXcs and oXcs are lower and upper boundaries for
the slave orientation. oXcs and oXcs are derived as oXcs =
oXrec− oε and oXcs = oXrec + oε, where oε is a vector with
small and positive elements. This task is utilized to restrict the
slave orientation.
Task 3∗: tJsτs = tFs
where tFs is the translation control part of the Cartesian space
controller Fs. This task is to let the tip of the robot reach the
desire position.
Task 4∗: tνJsτs = tνFs
where tνJs is the Jacobian matrix from the slave’s base to
Joint ν. The controller tνFs is the Cartesian space controller
that allows the position of Joint ν tνXs to track O2, which
will be explained in next section.
Task 5∗: Let the X axis of the coordinate of slave end effector
be parallel to the ground.

As shown in Fig. 2, when the slave robot enters the range
kr of a keypoint, the operator can launch MSoT for motion
regulation, where Task 1∗ allows the operator to conduct fine
movement in a small workspace on the condition that the
scaling gains are not amplified. The small workspace can limit
the slave robot’s position in the range of a key point so that the
slave robot can be less likely to be affected by the amplified
master reference signals. Also, it is easier for the operator to
perform the task.

Task 2∗ defines the orientation constraints which allows the
orientation of the slave robot to vary in a cone.

Task 3∗ and Task 4∗ work together to re-regulate the slave
robot’s orientation. The work process is as follows.

1). At beginning, record the current position and orientation
of the slave robot as tXrec, oXrec.

2). Joint ν is the joint next to the tip joint. Create a vector
with a constant length D which starts from Joint ν, along the
link with its length d6 between Joint ν and the tip joint, to the
endpoint O1.

3). Then, when the operator drives the slave robot to move
to a new position, another vector is created, which starts from
O1, passes the tip joint and is with a constant length D.
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Accordingly, the location of the endpoint O2 of this vector
can be determined.

Therefore, by letting Joint ν closely track O2, the orienta-
tion of the slave robot can be re-regulated.

To perform tasks better, it is necessary that the slave’s tool
effector with the re-regulated orientation is parallel to the
ground as shown in Fig. 3A. Otherwise, the operator cannot
regulate the slave orientation to an optimal pose as shown in
Figs. 3B and 3C. The method that lets the tool tip be parallel
to the ground is described in Appendix, which is set as a
constraint in Task 5∗ of Algorithm 4.

The following quadratic programming is used to hierarchi-
cally include Task 1∗ to Task 5∗ in MSoT as constraints.

min
τs

∫ ∞
0

1

2
||τs||2dt

Subject to Task 1∗

......
Subject to Task 5∗

(12)

After the slave’s orientation is re-regulated and the task
is performed, the reset keypoint gt is automatically updated,
which allows the slave robot to perform the task at the keypoint
with a better orientation in the next round. We propose an
algorithm called GUR to update gt as shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Goal Update Rule (GUR)
1. At the range of a keypoint, treat each re-regulated orienta-
tion as a trial (totally K trials, k = 1...K), record the pose as
Xg,k, and calculate their cost-to-go Sk

Sk = φM,k + {
H∑
h=1

M−1∑
m=0

hrt,m}k (13)

2. When a new trial appears, compare its cost-to-go Snew with
Sk (Sk = max([S1,S2, ...,SK])), and then update Sk as

Sk =

{
Snew if Sk > Snew
Sk if Sk ≤ Snew

(14)

3. Calculate the probabilities Pk for each trial.

Pk =
e
− 1
γg

Sk∑K
l=1 e

− 1
γg

Sl
(15)

4. Update the new goal gt at a keypoint

gt =

K∑
k=1

PkXg,k (16)

5. Insert gt into DMP to create new sequences of trajectories.

In (13), φM,k stands for the terminal cost, which can be
freely designed according to different tasks. For example, for
pick-and-place tasks, φM,k can be designed as follows.

φM,k = αc1(1− |κgrFgr,k|γgr ) (17)

where αc1 is a gain, which determines the weight of φM,k.
Fgr,k denotes the grasp force of the gripper at k-th trial. In
this paper, the gripper’s grasp force is estimated by using the

force observer in [16]. κgr is a gain to normalize |κgrFgr,k|
to be no more than 1. γgr ≥ 1 is a positive constant.
M in (13) denotes the length of a trajectory vector created

by DMP from gt at one keypoint to the next. H denotes the
total number of keypoints. H can be freely adjusted according
to the applications. The immediate cost hrt,i is

hrt,i = αc2||hδtraj,m − hgt||2 (18)

where αc2 is a constant gain. hδtraj,i denotes each element of
the trajectory vector from the goal hgt of the other keypoint
to that of the current keypoint. In (13), the terminal cost
φM,k evaluates that whether the task is performed. Lower
φM,k means larger grasp force, and implies that the slave
robot has tightly grasped the object in a good orientation. The
immediate cost hrt,i evaluates the orientation’s smoothness.
The low cost means that the slave robot needs not to twist
itself too much from other keypoints to the current one, which
is more efficient.

After the orientation is re-regulated by using MSoT, its
cost-to-go Snew is evaluated, and is compared with Sk. If
Snew is lower than Sk, it will replace Sk as shown in
(14). Then, calculate the probabilities based on those Sk, in
which lower Sk determines larger probability. γg in (15) is a
positive constant gain that determines the weight. With these
probabilities, the new goal gt can be calculated from (16).
Finally, update the new gt into DMP to calculate the new
sequences of trajectories.

III. MASTER-SLAVE CONTROLLERS

This section describes the proposed workspace tuning ap-
proach to resolve the problem of workspace inequality in Step
4, and then introduces the control laws. Due to the page
limit and the different academic focus, the environmental force
detection and reflection, and the related transparency issue will
not be discussed in this paper, which has been analyzed in
depth in [16]. The force controller proposed in [16] can be
directly added into the control law of this paper. The human
force Fh and environmental force Fe in this paper are assumed
to be fully estimated by the observer in [16].

We define the asymmetric position control errors and ori-
entation errors es = [teTs ,

oeTs ]T between master and slave for
the use of PSoT
tes(t) = tXs(t)− ΓA(t)tXm(t− Tf (t)) + ξoff
tem(t) = ΓA(t− Tb(t))tXm(t)− tXs(t− Tb(t)) + ξoff
oes(t) = oXs(t)− oXr(t)

(19)

where Tf and Tb are the feed-forward and feedback time-
varying delays between the master and the slave. The differ-
entials of time delays are bounded. That is, 0 ≤ |Ṫf,b| ≤ d̄f,b.
The time delays Tf,b also have their upper and low bounds
as T f,b ≤ Tf,b ≤ T f,b. The term ξoff is a offset vector that
maps the origin of the master manipulator to the center of the
desired original workspace of the slave robot.

The term ΓA = diag([ΓAx,ΓAy,ΓAz]) is an adaptive
diagnal matrix gain, which is used to amplify the master ref-
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erence position at X,Y, Z directions. We define the following
adaptive laws for the gain ΓA

ΓAi =

{
ΓAi1 if tXmi(t− Tf ) ≥ 0

ΓAi2 if tXmi(t− Tf ) < 0
i = x, y, z (20)

ΓAij = 1γAij + 2γAij , j = 1, 2
1γAij = max(ΓAij)− 2γAij
2γ̇Aij = αA(−κA1

2γAij + κA2Pj(Fhi(t− Tf )))

+ (1− αA)(κA3Pj(Fhi(t− Tf )))

(21)

where max(ΓAij) denotes the highest historical value of ΓAij .
The gains κA1, κA2 and κA3 are positive constant gains. αA
is a variable gain (0 ≤ αA ≤ 1) expressed as

αA =
1

2
tanh(hAχe) +

1

2
(22)

where hA is a constant parameter. χe is derived as

χe = kr −max(

min(|tXsxI− tXgx|)
min(|tXsyI− tXgy|)
min(|tXszI− tXgz|)

) (23)

The term Fhi denotes the human felt force at i direction.
The function Pj(Fhi)) in (21) is

P1(Fhi)) =

{
|Fhi| − F̄hi if |Fhi| ≥ F̄hi & tXmi ≥ 0

0 else

P2(Fhi)) =

{
|Fhi| − F̄hi if |Fhi| ≥ F̄hi & tXmi < 0

0 else
(24)

where F̄hi denotes the threshold.
The slave position barriers tXos = [tXosx,

tXosy,
tXosz]

T

and tXos = [tXosx, tXosy, tXosz]
T in Task 1 of PSoT are

updated according to ΓAi as
tXosi = ΓAi(

txosi − poi) + poi
tXosi = ΓAi(txosi − poi) + poi

(25)

where txosi and txosi are the initial lower and upper bounds
that build the initial workspaces for the slave robot. po =
[pox, poy, poz]

T is the original position of the slave robot.
To further guarantee the motion smoothness, we define the

velocity boundary Bv = [Bvx,Bvy,Bvz]
T as

Bvi = (bu − bl)e
−ι|tesi| + bl, i = x, y, z (26)

where bu, and bl are the upper bound and lower bound. ι is
positive gain. Bv decreases along with the position error tes
increasing with the rate ι.

The proposed workspace tuning approach is (20)-(26),
whose logic is as follows. The value of ΓAi is separated based
on the original position ([0, 0, 0]T ) of the master in (20) to the
extent that the gain ΓAi1 at one direction will not influence the
gain ΓAi2 at the opposite direction. In (21), the initial value of
1γAij is 1, and 2γAij is 0 at first. Therefore, the gain ΓAi is
1 at the beginning which means the workspace of the slave is
small and has the same size as that of the master. (In the paper,

the master’s workspace is a preset workspace, which is a little
smaller than its practical workspace. This workspace is built
using (31).) When the slave robot reaches its initial boundaries
txosi or txosi and stops, if the human operator keeps moving
the master manipulator forward, the operator can feel a spring-
like feedback force, which makes the human applied force Fh
increases at a certain direction. The spring-like feedback force
is caused by the master-slave position error tuned by a variable
gain Km in (33). Therefore, Pj(Fhi)) in (24) can be increased
by the human force. As illustrated in (10), χe in (23) is a
criteria that evaluates whether the slave robot is at the area of
a keypoint, in which χe ≥ 0 denotes that the slave robot is at
the area and vice versa. Accordingly, χe ≥ 0 leads the variable
gain αA in (22) to converge to 1, which simplifies the adaptive
law 2γ̇Aij = −κA1

2γAij +κA2Pj(Fhi) in (21). It means that
2γAij tracks the increased Pj(Fhi)) so that ΓAij gradually
increases. Since any keypoint’s area can be the main place to
conduct the task, the gradually increased workspace is more
reliable for performing the task. On the other hand, when the
slave robot is not at the key point and αA converges to zero,
the adaptive law is changed to be 2γ̇Aij = κA3Pj(Fhi). This
means that the gain ΓAij accelerates its increase rate to let
the slave robot fast enlarge its workspace. Finally, By adding
1γAij , the gain ΓAij will only increase or keep its current
value, but never decrease. The adaptively tuned scaling gain
ΓA, the valocity boundary Bv , and the dynamically regulated
workspace created by tXos and tXos efficiently work together
to guarantee a smooth movement.

When PSoT is switched to MSoT, the position control errors
is changed to be

tes(t) = tXs(t) + tXrec − tXm(t− Tf (t))
tem(t) = tXm(t)− (tXs +t Xrec)(t− Tb(t))

(27)

The velocity boundary in (26) will also prevent the sudden
jump between (19) and (27).

The dynamics of the robots, including master and slave, can
be estimated by the Type-2 fuzzy neural network proposed in
[16], which can attain high accuracy and is robust against
uncertainties, and can be expressed by a combination of
multiple linear local models as:

Miq̈i + Ciq̇i +Diqi + Ei = τi + JTi Fh/e (28)

where i = m/s stands for master/slave; Mi, Ci, Di and Ei are
weighted sums of the local models’ coefficients with dynamic
fuzzy membership grades as the weights. Thus, Mi, Ci, Di

and Ei are known time-varying parameters to describe the
nonlinear robotic system; qi, q̇i, and q̈i are the vectors of joint
displacement, velocity and acceleration;

According to the above equations, we design the slave
control law in PSoT as

τs = J>s Fs,

rs1 = Λs1
tes + Ẋs,

Fs = −Bvks1rs1 −MsΛs1(Ẋs − CsẊr)−MsJ̇sq̇s + CsẊs

+DsXs + Es − JTs Fe
(29)
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Fig. 4. Experiment setup

where Λs1 is a positive diagonal matrix. ks1 is a con-
stant gain. Bv is a diagonal matrix expressed as Bv =
diag([B2

vx − Ẋ2
sx,B

2
vy − Ẋ2

sy,B
2
vz − Ẋ2

sz, 1, 1, 1]). Ẋr =

[ẊT
m(t − Tf ), oXT

r ]T , Cs = diag([ΓAx(1 − T̂f ),ΓAy(1 −
T̂f ),ΓAz(1 − T̂f ), 1, 1, 1]), T̂f and T̂b are the estimated Ṫf
and Ṫb using the time delay differential estimator in [39].

The position controller tνFs used for Task 4* in MSoT as
tνFs = −ks2rs2
rs2 = Λs2(tνXs −O2) + tνẊs

(30)

where Λs2 is a positive diagonal matrix and ks2 is a constant.
At the master side, the operator will feel a spring-like force

feedback when the robot is constrained by the barriers of its
workspace, which increases the human force Fh and makes
the equations (24) work. Accordingly, we propose the hyper-
plane weighting function as (31) where µhm > 1, ubhm >
1� lbhm ≥ 0 and

sat2(x) =


ubhm if x ≥ ubhm

x if lbhm < x < ubhm
lbhm if x ≤ lbhm

(32)

The master workspace is created by using (31). Its logic
is that when the slave end effector is conducting free motion
inside the defined workspace, κhm converges to ubhm. On the
other hand, when the slave end effector reaches the defined
barriers, κhm decreases to lbhm. Based on this, we define the
master control law as
τm = J>mFm,

rm = Λm
tem + Ẋm,

Km = diag([|Fhx + λh|−κhmx , |Fhy + λh|−κhmy ,
|Fhz + λh|−κhmz ]),
Fm = −Kmrm −MmΛm(Ẋm − ΓA(t− Tb)(1− T̂b)
Ẋm(t− Tb))−MmJ̇mq̇m + CmẊm +DmXm + Em

− JTmFh

(33)

where Λm is a positive diagonal matrix. λh is a small
parameter close to zero. Based on (33), when κhm is ubhm,
Km is close to zero that makes the operator have little force
perception. When κhm decreases to lbhm, Km increases,
which provides the operator with a large force feedback. The
large force feedback increases Fh, which then influences (24)
of the proposed workspace tuning approach.

The stability of the slave and master control laws (29) and
(33) is proved in Appendix.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the experiment results of the proposed
ABT control algorithm. The experiment setup is shown in Fig.
4. The master haptic device is a Geomagic Touch and the
slave robot is a UR10 robot. A gripper (Robotiq-85) is used to
perform the pick-and-place tasks. Two computers are utilized
to drive the master haptic device and the slave robot. The
time delays in the communication channels between the two
computers are around 100± 10 ms.

A. DOG

First, we evaluate the proposed DOG. After the keypoints
are roughly preset, DMP is used to create trajectories between
every two keypoints and DOG is utilized to determine the
reference orientation oXr from the trajectories. Given two
keypoints (Point 1 = [-0.6423, -0.06, 0.3277, 0.6678, -0.665,
-0.221, 0.2509], Point 2 = [-0.6453, -0.06, 0.6339, 0.5167,
-0.5178, -0.4863, 0.478]), we firstly let the slave robot au-
tonomously follow the trajectory between these two keypoints
created by DMP as shown in Fig. 5A, and then tele-operate the
slave robot to move from Point 1 to Point 2 with its orientation
following the reference orientation oXr determined by DOG as
shown in Fig. 5B. In Fig. 5A, the sampling rate and preset time
interval in the DMP are 0.01 and 1s, respectively. Therefore,
there are 101 groups of pose elements in this trajectory. When
the robot moves up following the trajectory, small signal jumps
occur. In order to smooth those signal jumps, the sampling rate
needs to be tuned very high, which means that a large number
of pose elements are be generated in one trajectory. if a large
series of trajectories are required, such large number of pose
elements may increase the computational complexity. Also,
if two keypoints are close to each other, the generated large
numbers of pose elements are unnecessary.

In comparison, the sampling rate in Fig. 5B is 0.1 (11
pose elements in one trajectory). By using DOG, the reference
orientation oXr and the slave orientation oXs smoothly vary
in continuous state without signals jump. Also, the required
number of pose elements is also small.

B. Enlarge workspaces

When switching to bilateral teleoperation, the operator
needs to firstly enlarge the workspace of the slave robot and the
master scaling gain ΓA in order to allow the workspace of the
operator to be exactly fit for the specific task space as shown
in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 demonstrate the process of operator
enlarging the workspace using the proposed method. At begin-
ning (0s - 30s), the master controls the slave robot to conduct
free motion, with the master scaling gain ΓA to be ΓAx1 = 1,
ΓAx2 = 1, ΓAy1 = 1, ΓAy2 = 1, ΓAz1 = 1, ΓAz2 = 1. The
initial position barriers in PSoT are tXosx = −0.6, tXosx = 1,
tXosy = −0.1, tXosy = 0.1, tXosz = 0.26, tXosz = 0.4. the
position offset ξoff is [−0.5, 0, 0.3]T , which means the origin
position of the slave position is po is [−0.5, 0, 0.3]T . During 0s
- 30s, the slave robot is following the master’s actual position.
Then, during 30s - 170s, the slave robot reaches its barriers
and conducts constraint motion. From 30s to 100s, the operator
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κhm =

κhmxκhmy

κhmz

 =


sat2(−

ubhm−lbhm
| 12 (tXosx(t−Tb)−tXosx(t−Tb))

µhm |
|tXsx(t− Tb)−

tXosx(t−Tb)+tXosx(t−Tb)
2 |µhm + ubhm)

sat2(−
ubhm−lbhm

| 12 (tXosy(t−Tb)−tXosy(t−Tb))
µhm |
|tXsy(t− Tb)−

tXosy(t−Tb)+tXosy(t−Tb)
2 |µhm + ubhm)

sat2(−
ubhm−lbhm

| 12 (tXosz(t−Tb)−tXosz(t−Tb))
µhm |
|tXsz(t− Tb)−

tXosz(t−Tb)+tXosz(t−Tb)
2 |µhm + ubhm)

 (31)

Fig. 5. Comparison between the trajectory created by DMP and DOG

Fig. 6. Procedures of enlarging workspace

Fig. 7. Position tracking and human applied force when enlarging the
workspace

Fig. 8. The change of ΓA and orientation tracking

drives the slave robot to move up; and then from 100s to 170s,
the operator drives the slave robot to move right. when the
transmitted master position exceed the barrier, the operator
can feel a large spring-like force according to (31). Then, by
using the workspace tuning approach (20)-(25), the master
scaling gain ΓA and the barriers tXos, tXos also increase
based on the human applied forces. By properly setting the
adaptive controller in (21) (κA1 = 20, κA2 = 5, κA3 = 1),
the increasing rate is slow which provides the operator with
enough time to decide whether the enlarged workspace is fit
for the required task space. After 170s, the slave robot stops
conducting constraint motion, and the operator then drives the
slave to conduct similar free motion as that in the period (0s-
30s). However, compared to that in 0s -30s, the slave robot
now makes a much larger movement. The scaling gain ΓA
is also increased. The first two graphs in Fig. 8 illustrate the
comparison between the increased gains and unraised gains,
which makes the scales of the robot moving up and down,
moving right and left are totally different. (e.g. When the
robot moving downside its origin, the slave robot still closely
follows the actual master position because of the unchanged
scaling gain ΓAz1). In addition, from Fig. 6, it clearly shows
the gradual variation of the slave orientation from one keypoint
to another, which proves the proposed DOG can effectively
prevent sudden jumps of slave orientation. These gradually
changing orientations benefit the robot to perform tasks.

For comparison, we validate the scaled control method that
is used by the previous study (e.g. [34], [40]), where the
master scaling gain is set as constant. Fig. 9 demonstrates
the experiment, where the task is teleoperating a slave robot
to grasp a bottle. Since the actual workspace is unknown, we
set the master scaling gain to be [5, 5, 10] that is large enough
to cover the task space. The first two figures show the slave
position tracking the amplified master position and the second
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Fig. 9. Position and orientation tracking in the experiment with constant gain
for comparison

two figures show the actual master position. From the four
figures, we can see that any little movement of the operator can
lead to a sharp movement of the slave robot. Moreover, since
the slave orientation definition is based on the slave position
in DOG, the slave orientation is drastically varying as shown
in the final two figures. The operator can barely perform the
required task.

C. Single task

After the slave workspace is enlarged to match the actual
task space, the slave robot is ready to perform the pick-and-
place task. In this subsection, the slave robot is controlled
to pick one fallen bottle at one table (keypoint) and place
it to stand upright on the other table (keypoint). Figs. 10
and 11 demonstrate position tracking, human applied force,
orientation tracking and regulation, and the gripper applied
force. When the slave robot moves to the desired position
and is ready to grasp the bottle, PSoT is switched to MSoT
(10s-50s), in which the slave workspace is changed to be a
small rectangle centered by the current slave position (tXcsx−
tXcsx = 0.2, tXcsy − tXcsy = 0.2, tXcsz − tXcsz = 0.1)
in order to restrict the slave robot’s movement. The equation
(27) is also utilized to support the operator to conduct fine
movements. After grasping the bottle, the robot starts to move
down in order to place the bottle to a lower table. From 110s
to 190s, the slave robot are in constraint motion in order to
enlarge the lower boundary tXosz (from 0.26 to 0.01). During
the constraint motion, the slave robot is slowly moving down,
which allows the operator to have enough time to regulate
the orientation and place the object (let the fallen bottle stand
upright on the other table). Compared with Fig. 9, Fig. 11
shows the smoothly varying slave orientation, which validates
the superiority of the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 12 demonstrates the orientation regulation when per-
forming this task. Task 4∗ in MSoT allows the tip of the slave
robot rotating like a cone, and Task 5∗ allows the gripper
keep parallel to the table. Therefore, it is easy to regulate
the robot orientations from the primitive orientations in the

Fig. 10. Position tracking and human applied force in the pick-and-place task

Fig. 11. Orientation tracking and the observed gripper force

keypoints generated by using admittance control to the optimal
orientations for performing tasks.

D. Multiple tasks

In the final experiment, the operator derives the slave robot
to pick and place three objects which are placed with different
poses. The experiment procedure is shown in Fig. 13. At Pro-
cedure 1 (P1 in short), three keypoints are roughly determined
(Fig. 13A-C), in which the primitive desired orientations
(Table I) are included in the three keypoints. Then, at P2 (Fig.

Fig. 12. Regulating the slave orientation when picking and placing a bottle
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Fig. 13. Overall procedure of picking and placing three objects (a white bottle, a yellow bottle and a box) with different orientations.

TABLE I
KEY ORIENTATIONS

oXsx
oXsy

oXsz
oXsw

1st keypoint 0.5166 -0.5174 -0.486 0.478
2nd keypoint 0.7544 -0.6457 -0.1184 0.001
3rd keypoint 0.3891 -0.4325 -0.5815 0.5687

1st grasp 0.5864 -0.7939 0.1353 0.08377
2nd origin 0.5867 -0.7901 -0.1361 0.08137
2nd grasp 0.2718 -0.9251 -0.2401 0.1101

3rd origin/grasp 0.5842 -0.7881 -0.1283 0.09073

TABLE II
FINALLY ENLARGED ΓA , tXos AND tXos

ΓA
tXos and tXos

ΓAx1 = 1.053 tXosx = 1
ΓAx2 = 3.167 tXosx = −0.8167

ΓAy1 = 4.134 tXosy = 0.4134
ΓAy2 = 1.766 tXosy = −0.1766

ΓAz1 = 5.321 tXosz = 0.8321
ΓAz2 = 9.673 tXosz = −0.0869

13D-F), the operator teleoperates the slave robot to enlarge its
workspace. The final enlarged gain ΓA and barriers tXos and
tXos are shown in Table II. At P3 (Fig. 13G-I), the slave robot
is controlled to grasp the first white bottle. After re-regulating
the orientation using MSoT, where Task 4∗ helps the robot’s
tip point down to the ground. The robot can then grasp the
white bottle, where the current orientation is recorded in Table
I (1st grasp). Then, at P4 (Fig. 13J-K), the slave robot stably

places the white bottle onto the other table in another angle to
let the fallen bottle stand upright. At P5 (Fig. 13L-N), the slave
robot starts to pick the second yellow bottle. Note that because
of the last successful pick, the goal orientation in the range of
Keypoint 2 is updated to be the robot orientation of grasping
the first bottle (1st grasp) by using GUR with its cost-to-
go value being 5.8461. Therefore, original orientation for the
second grasp (2nd origin) is same as the orientation of grasping
the first bottle (1st grasp). However, due to the large difference
between the orientation of the second yellow bottle and that
of the first white bottle, the robot with its current orientation
is unable to grasp the second bottle. Therefore, MSoT is used
to re-regulate the robot orientation. Note that by using MSoT,
Task 5∗ makes the robot gripper always parallel to the table
and the operator can adjust the orientation to be optimal in
a short time interval. Also, the current robot orientation of
picking the second bottle is recorded and its cost-to-go value
is 8.2735. The reason that the cost-to-go value is larger is
that the robot needs to twist more if the robot moves from
Keypoint 1 or 3 to Keypoint 2 (the immediate cost hrt,i is
larger). At P6 (Fig. 13O-P), the robot also stably places the
yellow bottle to allow it to stand upright. At P7 (Fig. 13Q-R),
the slave robot starts to grasp the third object, a box. Since the
cost-to-go value of the orientation of grasping the first bottle
(1st grasp) is lower than that of the orientation of grasping the
second bottle 2nd, the original orientation at the third grasp
(3rd origin/grasp) is still same as the orientation of the first
grasp. Also, since the pose of the box is similar as that of
the first bottle, the robot can grasp the box in an optimal
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orientation without changing its orientation. Later, at P8 (Fig.
13S-T), the slave robot stably places the box onto the other
table and keeps it stand upright. Finally, at P9 (Fig. 13W), the
operator drives the slave robot back to its origin and completes
the overall task.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel shared autonomy control strat-
egy for ABT, which allows the operator to remotely control the
slave robot with optimal orientation regulation in an adaptive
workspace. In this control strategy, the orientation definition
algorithm DOG is proposed. Combined with DMP, the slave
robot can have a smooth and reasonable orientation change
when the slave robot is moved to arbitrary positions in the
overall worksapce. A new stack of task MSoT is proposed
that allows the operator to drive the slave robot to conduct
fine movement and moreover, provides the slave robot with
the ability to regulate its orientation. In master-slave control
laws, a workspace tuning approach is proposed to update the
scaling gains and the barriers of workspace to the extent that
the robot’s workspace can adapt to different task spaces. Based
on the shared autonomy control supported by the above new al-
gorithms, the human operator can solely use position command
to perform tasks with various orientation regulation, which
can effectively alleviate the operator’s burden. Experiments
for different scenarios and multiple tasks are conducted by
using an experiment platform which consist of a 3-DoF haptic
device and a 6-DoF UR10 robot. The experiment results show
the feasibility of the proposed strategy.

APPENDIX

A. Stability of the Bilateral Teleoperation System

Before proving the system stability, some lemmas is pro-
vided as follows

Lamma 1: (Schur complement) Let M , P , Q be the given
matrices such that Q > 0. Then[

P MT

M −Q

]
< 0⇔ P +MTQ−1M < 0 (34)

Lamma 2:[41] For any constant matrix M ∈ Rn∗n, m =
mt > 0, and β ≤ η ≤ α, the following inequalities hold:

(α− β)

∫ α

β

ẋT (η)Mẋ(η)dη ≥ (

∫ α

β

ẋ(η)dη)TM

∫ α

β

ẋ(η)dη

(35)

Adding the control laws (29) and (33) into (28) the follow-
ing equation is derived.

ṙ = A1r + A2Ẋ(t− T ) + A3X(t− T ) + A4X + A5F (36)

where r = [rTs , rTm]T , X(t − T ) = [XT
s (t − Tb), X

T
m(t −

Tf )]T , Ẋ(t − T ) = [ẊT
s (t − Tb), Ẋ

T
m(t − Tf )]T , F =

[XT
s , (Xs(t − Tb)]

T . A1 =

[
−BvM−1s ks1 0

0 −M−1m Km

]
,

A2 =

[
0 ΛsHs1

ΛmHm1 0

]
, A3 =

[
0 ΛsHs2

Λm 0

]
, A4 =

[
Λs 0

0 ΛmHm2

]
, A5 =

[
−Λs 0

0 −Λs

]
. Hs1 = diag([Ṫf −

T̂f , 0]),Hs2 = diag([−Γ̇A, 0]), Hm1 = Ṫb − T̂b, Hm2 =
(1− Ṫb)Γ̇A(t− Tb).

We also define an output e.

e =


1 −1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

X +


0 0

1 −1

0 0

0 0

0 0

 Ẋ +


0 0

0 0

1 −1

0 0

0 0

 Ẍ

+


0 0

0 0

0 0

1 −1

0 0

 r +


0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 −1

F
= W1X +W2Ẋ +W3Ẍ +W4r +W5F

(37)

Our goal is to minimize e by finding proper control gains
such that the overall system is stable. The following H∞
performance requirement is needed.∫ ∞

0

eT (η)e(η) < Υ2

∫ ∞
0

FT (η)F(η) + ẌT (η)Ẍ(η)dη

(38)
Consider the following Lyapunov funcations as V = Va +

Vb + Vc + Vd, where

Va = rTmPmrm + rTs Psrs (39)

Vb =

∫ t

t−T f
rTm(η)Qmrm(η)dη +

∫ t

t−T b
rTs (η)Qsrs(η)dη

(40)

Vc =

∫ 0

−T f

∫ t

t+θ

ẊT
m(η)OmẊm(η)dη

+

∫ 0

−T b

∫ t

t+θ

ẊT
s (η)OsẊs(η)dη

(41)

Vd =

∫ 0

−T f

∫ t

t+θ

ẌT
m(η)BmẌm(η)dη

+

∫ 0

−T b

∫ t

t+θ

ẌT
s (η)BsẌs(η)dη

(42)

where Pm > 0,Ps > 0,Qm > 0,Qs > 0,Bm > 0,Bs > 0. By
applying the above two lemmas, we can achieve the follows

V̇a ≤ 2rTP(A 1r + A 2Ẋ(t− T ) + A 3X(t− T ) + A 4X

+ A5F)
(43)

V̇b ≤ rTQr− rT (t− T )HQr(t− T ) (44)

V̇c ≤ TẊTOẊ − (X −X(t− T ))TU1O(X −X(t− T ))

(X(t− T )−X(t− T ))TU2O(X(t− T )−X(t− T )
(45)
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V̇d ≤ TẌTBẌ − (Ẋ − Ẋ(t− T ))TU1B(Ẋ − Ẋ(t− T ))

(Ẋ(t− T )− Ẋ(t− T ))TU2B(Ẋ(t− T )− Ẋ(t− T )
(46)

where A 1 =

[
−BvM−1s ks1 0

0 −M−1m Km

]
. B ≤ B is a

constant matrix. A 2 =

[
0 ΛsHs1

ΛmHm1 0

]
with Hs1 ≥ Hs1,

and Hm ≥ Hm, A 3 =

[
0 ΛsHs2

Λm 0

]
with Hs2 ≥

Hs2, A 4 =

[
Λs 0

0 ΛmHm2

]
with Hm2 ≥ Hm2. P =

diag([Pm,Ps]), O = diag([Om,Os]), Q = diag([Qm,Qs]),
B = diag([Bm,Bs]), H = diag([1 − df , 1 − db]), U1 =

diag([
2T f−T f
T 2
f

,
2T b−T b
T 2
b

]), U2 = diag([
T f+T f
T 2
f

,
T b+T b
T 2
b

]).

From (36), we can derive A1r + A2Ẋ(t− T ) + A3X(t−
T ) + A4X + A5F − ṙ = 0.

Then set N = [N1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,N2]T . The follow-
ing equation can be derived

χT1 N L χ+ χT1 N A2Ẋ(t− T ) + χT1 N A3X(t− T )

+ χT1 N A4X + χT1 N A5F = 0
(47)

where χ1 = [r, r(t − T ), X,X(t − T ), X(t − T ), q̇, q̇(t −
T ), q̈, ṙ]T and L = [A1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−I]. Then, V̇ can
be rewritten as

V̇ ≤ V̇a + V̇b + V̇c + V̇d + 2χT1 N L χ+ (A 2 + A 3 + A 4)

χT1 N N Tχ1 + A 2Ẋ
T (t− T )Ẋ(t− T )

+ A 3X
T (t− T )X(t− T ) + A 4X

TX

≤ χT1 Ξ1χ1 + 2rTPA5F + 2χT1 N A5F
(48)

with the matrix Ξ1 written as (49)

Ξ1 =

Ξ11 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 Ξ22 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Ξ31 0 Ξ33 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Ξ41 0 Ξ43 Ξ44 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 Ξ54 Ξ55 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 0 Ξ66 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Ξ71 0 0 0 0 Ξ76 Ξ77 ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ξ87 Ξ88 ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ξ99 ∗

Ξ101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ξ1010


(49)

where Ξ11 = 2PA 1+Q+2N1A1+(A 2+A 3+A 4)N T
1 N1,

Ξ31 = PA 4, Ξ41 = PA 3, Ξ71 = PA 2, Ξ101 = N T
2 A 1 −

N T
1 +(A 2+A 3+A 4)N T

1 N2, Ξ22 = −HQ, Ξ33 = −U1O,
Ξ43 = U1O, Ξ44 = −U1O−U2O, Ξ54 = U2O, Ξ55 = −U2O,
Ξ66 = TO−U1B, Ξ76 = −U1B, Ξ77 = −U1B−U2B, Ξ87 =
U2B, Ξ88 = −U2B, Ξ99 = TB, Ξ1010 = −N T

2 −N2+(A 2+
A 3 + A 4)N T

2 N2.

Adding eT e−Υ2FTF − ẌT Ẍ to both sides of (48) yields

V̇ + eT e−Υ2FTF − ẌT Ẍ ≤ χT1 Ξ1χ1 + 2rTPA5F
+ 2χT1 N A5F + eT e−Υ2FTF − ẌT Ẍ

≤ χT2 Ξ2χ2

(50)

where χ2 = [χT1 ,F ], Ξ2 is derived by using Schur compli-
ments as (51), where Ξ11 = 2PA 1 + Q + 2N1A1, Ξ99 =
TB − Υ2I , Ξ101 = N T

2 A 1 − N T
1 Ξ1010 = −N T

2 − N2,
Ξ111 = PA5 + N1A5, Ξ1110 = N2A5 Ξ1111 = −Υ2I ,
Ξ121 = W4, Ξ123 = W1, Ξ126 = W2, Ξ129 = W3,
Ξ1211 = W5, Ξ1212 = −I , Ξ131 = N1 Ξ1310 = N2,
Ξ1313 = −(A 2 + A 3 + A 4)I . Accordingly, if there exist
Matrices that P > 0, Q > 0, O > 0, B > 0, N1 > 0,
N2 > 0 such that Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) holds, the
overall bilateral teleoperation system is asymptotically stable.
By using the LMI toolbox in Matlab to solve the inequality
(51), γ is calculated to be 3.7190e−4, which is small enough
to guanratee the system stability.

B. Method for the Slave Tool Effector Parallel to the Ground

Create a vector that is aligned with the coordinate of the
slave tip as Vtool = [xtool, 0, 0]T . Then transfer this vector to
the base coordinate by using the transformation matrix of the
robot kinematics as


Xbase

Ybase

Zbase

1

 =

[
Rrot

tXs

000 1

]
xtool

0

0

1

 (52)

where Rrot is the rotation matrix.
Since the X axis of the slave tip coordinate is required to

be parallel to the surface constituted by the X axis and Y axis
of the slave base coordinate, Zbase needs to equal to tXsz .
Accordingly, we can further derive

r31xtool + 0 + 0 + tXsz = tXsz

⇒ r31 = 0
(53)

where r31 is the first element of the third row of Rrot.
Inside r31, we want all the first five joints of the slave robot
keep their current position and the only one that needs to be
regulated is the sixth joints (the joint for the end effector).
Based on (53), we can derive the reference joint position qr6.
Finally, letting the joint position of the sixth joint qs6 closely
track qs6 can guarantee the slave end effector to be always
parallel to the ground.
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